XO_Farrel says:
"Commander's log stardate 10210.18, repairs are mostly complete except for the forward torpedoes and warp nacelle.  With the Breen ship disabled we are left with the planet.  It is my hope we can achieve an orbit and investigate the surface by the days end."
Host SM_Sergio says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Begin "Remember ..." part 8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Host SM_Sergio says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Begin "Remember ..." part 8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
CTO_Peters says:
::After finishing interrogating the Breen with Christian she has returned to her station to begin to figure out how to disable the gun positions on the planet.:;
OPS_Mades says:
::on the bridge at his station seeing what recon he can get on the camp::
Dr_Rien says:
@::exits the lab once more and slowly makes her way down the corridor trying to avoid the Breen patrols::
Gilles is now known as Breen_Guard.
FCO_Teasley says:
::returns to the bridge after assisting with repairs::
Breen_Guard says:
@ ::searches each corridor methodically::
Host XO_Farrel says:
::Steps onto the bridge from the turbo, returning from the observation lounge:: All: Anything to report?  ::Heads for the center of the bridge::
EO_KTor says:
::at the warp nacelle having completed repairs::
CEO_Russel says:
::In the TL.::  *EO*:  How is the nacelle doing?
FCO_Teasley says:
::takes place at the helm::
CTO_Peters says:
::slowly scans the surface.::
FCO_Teasley says:
XO: Our warp nacelle is still damaged sir
OPS_Mades says:
XO: Trying to map out as much of the complex as I can from here.  I'm not sure how much we can get though.
EO_KTor says:
*CEO*: Sir, repairs are completed, we're just packing up our equipment now.
Breen_Guard says:
@ ::checks his sensor apparatus and frowns inside his suit::
Dr_Rien says:
@::hears heavy footsteps and freezes hoping they're heading away from her and not towards her::
EO_KTor says:
::starts packing up equipment into boxes along with the repair teams::
Breen_Guard says:
@ ::thinks he located his query and moves down a level::
CEO_Russel says:
*EO*:  Good, get to work on the forward torpedo launcher, I'll take care of the outside work.
Host XO_Farrel says:
FCO: Acknowledged.  ::Turns to the tactical area:: CTO, OPS: Did our guest reveal anything?
EO_KTor says:
*CEO*: Yes sir.
Breen_Guard says:
<query = quarry... my speeling is improving>
CTO_Peters says:
::Figures with the two platforms out they should get a couple torps to the surface and take out the gun placements.::  XO:  I'm afraid not Sir, he was just a common foot soldier.  Hasn't been told a thing.
EO_KTor says:
Team Bravo Leader, *Team Charlie Leader*: Teams, meet me at the forward torpedo tubes when you are finished packing up your equipment.
OPS_Mades says:
::finds something interesting:: XO: Hm, I have something interesting here.
Breen_Guard says:
@ ::shakes head and wishes the the sensor apparatus was calibrated correctly::
FCO_Teasley says:
XO: Should I set course for the planet sir?
Mac (McPherson@actdnet-22101.dialsprint.net) has joined the conversation.
Host XO_Farrel says:
CTO:  ::nodding:: Was worth a try...by the way, congratulations on your promotion.
CEO_Russel says:
*XO*:  Cmdr., we're ready to start the external repairs on the nacelle.  Are we cleared to proceed?
Dr_Rien says:
@::moves forward again watching to the left and the right for any signs of the Breen patrols::
CTO_Peters says:
::Smiles:: XO:  Thank you Sir.
Breen_Guard says:
@ ::thinks he detects movement on a level below him and once again descends another level::
EO_KTor says:
::finishes packing with the Bravo team and starts walking to a turbolift::
Mac is now known as CO_McPherson-Quest.
Host XO_Farrel says:
FCO: Yes, take us to just beyond the reach of those orbitals.  OPS: What have you got? ::Walking up behind him::
EO_KTor says:
Computer: Deck 6.
FCO_Teasley says:
XO: Aye sir
FCO_Teasley says:
::sets course and engages impulse engines::
ScottD is now known as KevNash.
OPS_Mades says:
::brings up a 3D layout of the scanned areas of the complex:: XO: Well, we really can't see anything that is under the complex's shield.  However, I've located the caves outside the shield.  ::points::  Looks to me as if they might go right under the shield.
Breen_Guard says:
@ ::searchs more and wishes to end this hunt early::
Dr_Rien says:
@:;thinks to herself::Self: That guard must have radar or something. He seems to know my every move. ::continues down the corridor and sees an open door::
Host SM_Sergio says:
ACTION : The orbital guns are rearranging their orbits to cover for the missing ones.
Host XO_Farrel says:
*CEO* Negative.  I want that planet first...do what you can from the inside if that's possible.  Recall all spacewalks, we're going in.
Host SM_Sergio says:
ACTION : As a result, wider gaps in the protection field of the guns has increased..
CEO_Russel says:
*XO*:  Aye.
CTO_Peters says:
::Looks at the complex layout and starts to get excited.:: OPS: We can beam in, avoid the platforms and gun placements all together...
EO_KTor says:
::gets out of the turbolift and heads to the forward torpedo tubes with the repair teams::
CEO_Russel says:
Computer:  Redirect to the bridge.
FCO_Teasley says:
::notices the orbitals on sensors::
OPS_Mades says:
CTO: We still have to get close enough to beam in.
Dr_Rien says:
@::hopes her companion back in the cell is still unharmed::
FCO_Teasley says:
XO: Sir, you might want to take a look at this?
Breen_Guard says:
<Breen Guard #2> ::enters the cell and picks up the prisonner::
Host SM_Sergio says:
<@>
XO_Farrel says:
::Watching Mades and Peters bouncing ideas off eachother thinking they make a good team:: ::looks over at Joe:: FCO: What have you got?
Host SM_Sergio says:
<Dr_Nada> Breen : What do you want?
Host SM_Sergio says:
<@>
FCO_Teasley says:
XO: The orbitals have reposition their guns to make up for the lost ones
Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
::sleeping restfully (for the time being) on the biobed::
EO_KTor says:
::moves into the torp launchers and starts getting out equipment and assigning jobs to the team members::
XO_Farrel says:
::Watches the blips forming a new defence net on the sensor screen over his shoulder:: FCO: Hmm... ::thinking to herself::
CEO_Russel says:
::Exits the TL onto the bridge and sits at the ENG station.::  *ME*:  Engineering, transfer to the bridge.
Breen_Guard says:
<Breen#2> ::speaks quickly the translator finally sputters a word:: Nada: Where ??!
Breen_Guard says:
<@  Acck>
Host SM_Sergio says:
@::shakes head:: Breen  :What?
FCO_Teasley says:
XO: Which means that there are bigger gaps in the sensor grid
XO_Farrel says:
OPS: How many Breen are down there?  Best guess.
OPS_Mades says:
::continues his scans, trying to confirm info on the caves::
Breen_Guard says:
<Breen#2> Nada: Where........................................... is.................................   other ?
Breen_Guard says:
<@>
Breen_Guard says:
<@>
CTO_Peters says:
::Watches as the orbitals reposition.::  Self: They have to compensate for the increased distance...  cannont catch everything, therefore its weaker.   Take out another orbital or two we can collapse it theoretically.
CEO_Russel says:
::the ENG console lights up with life as the controls are transfered there from Main Engineering.::
SM_Sergio is now known as Dr_Nada.
Host Dr_Nada says:
@Breen : What do you mean Other?
OPS_Mades says:
XO: We got a count before the shielf went up.  Assuming that they haven't brought in any reinforcements...  ::checks the sensor log::
Dr_Rien says:
@::walks through the open door and looks around the spacious room for a way out::Self: You think these people would have a back door somewhere.
Breen_Guard says:
@ <Breen#2> ::shakes prisonner once more:: Where....................... is ............  other...... prisonner?......  ::shakes harder::
XO_Farrel says:
CEO: Is everyone back inside?
CEO_Russel says:
XO:  Nobody went out.
Host Dr_Nada says:
@::gets shaken, and looks surprised::
XO_Farrel says:
CEO: Ah, i see.
Breen_Guard says:
@ <Breen#2> WHERE ??? ....................... is ............  other...... prisonner?......  ::shakes harder::
Host Dr_Nada says:
@Breen : You mean she has escaped?? ::smiles::
Breen_Guard says:
<DELETE>
Breen_Guard says:
@ <Breen#2> WHERE ???
Dr_Rien says:
@::sighs at not seeing a way out other than the door she came in so turns around and exits::
Breen_Guard says:
@ <Breen#2> ::grabs Nada by thought and sqeezes:: Nada: Where ??
Host Dr_Nada says:
@Breen : I don't know..
OPS_Mades says:
XO: there were 230 Breen.
Breen_Guard says:
@ ::continues to hunt down the corridors::
Host Dr_Nada says:
@::gasps:: Breen : I.... Told.. ::cough:: You..
Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
::begins to dream about his youth in the Highlands of Scotland::
XO_Farrel says:
::mouth almost drops:: OPS: 230.....damn...
CTO_Peters says:
OPS:  230?!?!  Have they been breeding?  Last count I got was 150.
FCO_Teasley says:
::looks for a way into the grid::
XO_Farrel says:
CTO: If we were to take that base on, after achieving a safe orbit, would we be a match for it?
Breen_Guard says:
@ <Breen#2> ::throws Nada against far wall and walks out of cell raising the forcefield as he leaves::
CEO_Russel says:
::reads the repair reports.::
CTO_Peters says:
XO: Not a frontal assault, but we can be sneaky.  Breen don't seem to do well with sneaky.
Dr_Rien says:
@::pats the pocket of her lab coat to make sure that the communication device is still there::
Breen_Guard says:
@ ::shakes head at he continues to search for Rien::
Host Dr_Nada says:
@::gets a few bad bruises on him, but smiles just the same::
Breen_Guard says:
<Instead of forcefield... lock door in Breen#2's  last line>
Dr_Nada is now known as SM_Sergio.
XO_Farrel says:
OPS: Those caves you mentioned...do they run near any of the shield generators, power generators, or weapons?
OPS_Mades says:
XO: There is this.   According to the previous readings, most of the Breen were concentrated in the above ground structures, leaving only 30 in the underground sections.
XO_Farrel says:
OPS: That sounds promising...
Dr_Rien says:
@::notices something strange in the makeup of the walls as the corridor seems to be narrowing a bit::
OPS_Mades says:
XO: I can't tell.  The shield is blocking my scans somehow and we didn't get enough detail before they went up.
XO_Farrel says:
All: So we can get an away team in...but then what?  
Dr_Rien says:
@::searches for a safe place to try and contact the Artemis again::
OPS_Mades says:
XO: Sneak in and get the hostages out?
CTO_Peters says:
XO:  Drug them.   Do those environmental suits have an air intake?
CEO_Russel says:
XO:  Get the perimiter defenses down.
XO_Farrel says:
CTO: Check the database, that sounds promising
CTO_Peters says:
::Pulls up all available data on the Breen environmental suits.::
XO_Farrel says:
CEO: Agreed...but it would be risky.  I'm not going to order anyone on this mission.  It would require a covert strike on the defense systems of the base...any volentears?
Breen_Guard says:
@ ::notices a COM channel opening and runs to that area::
CEO_Russel says:
XO:  I'll go, no question an engineer will be needed...
CTO_Peters says:
::thinks of her daughter but volunteers anyway.:;  XO;  I'll go also.
FCO_Teasley says:
XO: I'll go too
Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
::he sees himself running through the grass of the Glens
Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
::
Dr_Rien says:
@::locates a small ante room just off the corridor and slips inside and activates the device:: COM: Artemis: Hello, can anyone hear me? This is Dr. Rien. I've escaped from my cell and am attempting to find a way out of here. Dr. Nada is still confined to his cell. We need help, repeating, we need help. Come in please.
OPS_Mades says:
XO: I'll go!
Breen_Guard says:
@ ::locks on signal and runs faster::
XO_Farrel says:
::Suddenly realizing, as matt volentears, how hard it is to send her friends down there.:: All who spoke: You're sure about this?
OPS_Mades says:
::his console beeps and cuts through his enthusiasm::  XO: Getting a new comm from Dr. Rien.
CTO_Peters says:
::Slowly nods at the XO.::
FCO_Teasley says:
XO: Yes sir
Dr_Rien says:
@::hopes someone heard her but decides to keep moving just in case::
CEO_Russel says:
XO:  It's the best option.
XO_Farrel says:
::nods slowly, then perks up slightly:: OPS: on speaker
OPS_Mades says:
::plays the previous COM for the XO::  
XO_Farrel says:
OPS: Try responding
OPS_Mades says:
COM: Dr_Rien: This is the Artemis.  We copy.
Dr_Rien says:
@::follows the walls noting the composition has changed to a rough rock formation::
Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
::just as his dream begins, he awakens slightly::
Breen_Guard says:
@ ::hurrys and arrives on the correct level::
Breen_Guard says:
<hurries>
XO_Farrel says:
::Standing, looking at the floor in thought:: All: I can't send you all...  Matt you're in charge of the team, pick upto two more membes...
Dr_Rien says:
@::hears her device beep and stops to answer it::COM:Artemis: At last! Can you lock onto my signal?
OPS_Mades says:
COM: Dr_Rien: Hold tight, I'll see if I can lock on.
Dr_Rien says:
@::moves again down what looks like an old tunnel with huge wooden doors at the end::
Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
::as his eyes begin to focus, he notices the lack of Dr's. So he plots his daring escape from sickbay::
OPS_Mades says:
::shakes his head in frustration:: COM: Dr_Rien: Negative, you are still under the complex's shield.  I can't get a lock.
CEO_Russel says:
::surprised.::  XO:  Aye.
CEO_Russel says:
::thinks for a few seconds.::
XO_Farrel says:
CEO:...and break out the compression phaser rifles.  Take anything from the arsenal you deem appropriate.
Dr_Rien says:
@COM:Artemis: Understood. I think I've found a way out, but it's locked. I'm going to try and pick the lock somehow. I'll get back to you, but try and locate Dr. Nada please. We need to get him out as well.
Dr_Rien says:
@::pushes on the door hoping someone forgot to lock it but has no luck::
CEO_Russel says:
XO:  Aye...    CTO/FCO:  Ensign, Commander, you're with me.
CEO_Russel says:
::Stands and heads into the turbolift.::
FCO_Teasley says:
CEO: Understood
CTO_Peters says:
::Nods and turns her station over to the duty tac and follows the CEO.::
Dr_Rien says:
@:;pulls out what's left of her trusty lockpic and begins to work the old iron lock::
FCO_Teasley says:
::heads to the TL::
FCO_Teasley says:
::goes inside::
CTO_Peters says:
::Steps into the TL and turns and faces the front.::
XO_Farrel says:
CEO,FCO,CTO: Good hunting.  ::Watching the three leave::
OPS_Mades says:
::tries to find Dr. Nada::
Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
::Ewan regains his legs, slowly gets up from the biobed and makes his escape::
FCO_Teasley says:
CEO: Should we stop by the armory first?
Dr_Rien says:
@::plays with the lock::Self: C'mon you stupid thing, open!
CEO_Russel says:
FCO:  Definitely.
XO_Farrel says:
OPS: We in range to beam a team into those caves mr. Mades?
Dr_Rien says:
@::hears the lock click::Self: Got it! ::pulls the top of the lock open and slides it off the door and pushes the door open::
Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
::Ewan walks out of Sickbay and enters the neartest turbo lift:: TL: Bridge
OPS_Mades says:
XO: No, we will need to be inside the range of the platforms.
XO_Farrel says:
OPS: Find a gap in the grid, we're going to fly in, rapid beam down, and accelerated escape.
CEO_Russel says:
TL:  Deck 7.
OPS_Mades says:
XO: I'll see what I can do.  ::sets to work::
Dr_Rien says:
@::steps through into tangle of brush and trees:: Self: I must be outside of the complex. ::looks around the area for any patrols::
CEO_Russel says:
CTO:  Any suggestions, ensign?
XO_Farrel says:
::just hopes that plausable, sighs, thinking how eager the crew were to volentear for such a dangerous mission, retiring to her chair::
Breen_Guard says:
@ ::wonders where the life readings went to::
OPS_Mades says:
XO: The platforms are still to close to fly the Artemis in.  A shuttle could make it though.  ::looks up at the XO::
Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
::Ewan arrives on the Brdiage and exits onto it::
CTO_Peters says:
CEO:  We need to move fast.  Chances are the caves are going to be bugged.   Also I recommend Knives.   It maybe a quieter way to dispose..... of our friends...
Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
<edit Bridge>
CEO_Russel says:
::his stomach turns at the thought of gutting a Breen.::  CTO:  Right...
XO_Farrel says:
OPS: Very well...inform the away team they're going in via shuttle, we'll do what we can to draw some fire
Dr_Rien says:
@:;crouches behind a large rock and tries to contact the ship again::COM: Artemis: Artemis, this is Dr Rien again. I'm outside the complex now. Can you hear me?
FCO_Teasley says:
CTO: Something says that you've done this before
OPS_Mades says:
::nods:: *CEO*: Change of plans.  You are going to have to fly a shuttle through the gaps in the orbital defense grid and beam down from there.
CTO_Peters says:
FCO:  Renegade Klingons.  Feel easy Sir, I take no joy from this.
Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
::walks over to his XO:: XO: Status #1
CEO_Russel says:
*OPS*:  Aye.  Can you inform the shuttlebay crew to have one ready for us with all the plans of the complex we could get through our scans?
CEO_Russel says:
::Exits TL onto deck 7.::
FCO_Teasley says:
CTO: I played Commandos in the holodecks when I was kid, it wasn't much fun either
XO_Farrel says:
::Suddenly see's the captain, quickly standing from the chair:: CO: Sir!  ::At attention:: Good to see you back!
OPS_Mades says:
::typing as he speaks:: *CEO*: Done.
FCO_Teasley says:
:exits the TL::
CTO_Peters says:
::Sighs as she hears shuttles:;  CEO:  We need to avoid the gun placements on the surface since we will be taking tje shuttle.
CEO_Russel says:
*OPS*:  Thanks.  Russel out.
Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
XO: I kind of "escaped". Status?
FCO_Teasley says:
CTO: You let me worry about that
OPS_Mades says:
COM: Dr_Rien: Doctor, you must be close to the edge of the shield, I'm getting intermitent locks.  Can you move further away?
XO_Farrel says:
CO: We're sending a covert team to the surface, hopefully to bring down the shields or weapons so we can move in.
CEO_Russel says:
::starts walking towards the armory.  Smiles at the FCO's comment.::
FCO_Teasley says:
::heads towards the armory::
CEO_Russel says:
CTO:  I'll make sure our signature is as masked as possible.
CTO_Peters says:
::walks to the armory, taking in her new surrounds, mentally cateloguing what needs to be done or changed, all of which will have to be done when she gets back.::
CTO_Peters says:
::Nods::  CEO:  You have anymore of those breen signatures handy ?
Dr_Rien says:
@COM:Artemis: Not sure, but I can try. There are patrols everywhere but I may be able to make it about 100 meters to another rock outcroup. Would that be far enough?
CEO_Russel says:
::Enters the armory.::  CTO:  It's not that easy...
XO_Farrel says:
CO: We're no match for the base unfourtunatly, seems this is the only option.
CEO_Russel says:
::Grabs three phaser rifles.  Hands one to each of his companions.::
OPS_Mades says:
COM: Dr_Rien: Any distance will be better.
Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
XO: Located the souce of the distress calls I take it?
CTO_Peters says:
::Smiles::  CEO:  I know.  But we have to try.  ::takes a rifle while she grabs extra power packs.:;
FCO_Teasley says:
::takes a rifle::
Host SM_Sergio says:
ACTION : All around her, Dr. Rien can see Breen soldiers patrolling hte area.. There are a few Gun Emplacements nearby, scouting the skies
OPS_Mades says:
::looking up and seeing the Captain::  CO: Sir, shall I inform the away team to beam Dr. Rien to the shuttle when they obtain orbit?
CEO_Russel says:
::thinks of something.::  CTO/FCO:  Er...  Any of you minored in medicine?
FCO_Teasley says:
CEO: No
CTO_Peters says:
::Grabs a phaser and discretely hides it.  checks her boot knife.::
XO_Farrel says:
CO: From the base, Mr. Mades is in contact with one of them.
CEO_Russel says:
::grabs a type-2 phaser, puts it on his belt, opposite his tricorder.::
CTO_Peters says:
CEO:  Aye Sir, a requirement for any Tac officer.
CEO_Russel says:
::sighs.::  CTO:  Good, good...  ::looks around for a knife.::
Dr_Rien says:
@::begins to move, crouching low, towards the rocks to her left::Self: Wow, lots of Breen here. Looks like they're expecting trouble.
Breen_Guard says:
@ ::calls Breen guard#2 and begins search outside for the escaped prisonner::
Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
OPS: Make it so and in one piece
KevNash (Scott@actdnet-58931.barcpe.cableone.net) has left the conversation.
Breen_Guard says:
@ :: thinks he has a correct bearing and begins pursuit::
OPS_Mades says:
::nods:: *CEO*: I have the coordinates of one of the kidnapped scientists, one Dr. Rien.  You can beam her to the shuttle when you reach orbit.
Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
XO: What else do you have in place to help with their escape?
XO_Farrel says:
CO: The Scientists?  
Cory (Cory@actdnet-24235.ipt.aol.com) has joined the conversation.
CEO_Russel says:
*OPS*:  Aye.     CTO:  I don't see any knives...
Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
XO: Them and with the Away Team, if you have one in place?
Dr_Rien says:
@::thinks::Self: Maybe the ship could use this information. ::stops and taps her device again::COM: Artemis: I'm on the move, but you may want to know that there are about 200 Breen in my location. Gun implacements as well. Looks like they're expecting a ground assault of some kind.
CTO_Peters says:
::Pulls a knife out of her other boot and hands it to the CEO.::
FCO_Teasley says:
CTO: Have you ever walked through a metal detector?
XO_Farrel says:
CO: Once they've disabled either the guns or the shields, the Artemis will do the rest, all they have to do is keep low.
CTO_Peters says:
::Chuckles:: FCO:  Not recently.
CEO_Russel says:
::takes the knife, a little surprised, and slips it into his belt.::  FCO/CTO:  Well, let's get this show on the road.
Dr_Rien says:
@::ducks as a guard passes by::
OPS_Mades says:
COM: Dr_Rien: Thank you.  I will pass that information on.  ::makes sure the information is ready for the CEO once he reaches the shuttle::
XO_Farrel says:
OPS: What news from the Doctor?
CTO_Peters says:
CEO:  Ready when you are.  ::Slings the rifle on her shoulder.::
Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
XO: Excellent job Hali.
CEO_Russel says:
::quietly.::  CTO:  Right...   ::Heads out of the armory and to the TL.::
FCO_Teasley says:
::heads to the TL::
OPS_Mades says:
XO: Seems most of the Breen are located in one location near one of the gun embankments.
OPS_Mades says:
XO: Our people hopefully can avoid them using the caves/
XO_Farrel says:
OPS: That will make things difficult...inform the away team to find another landing site
CTO_Peters says:
::Takes a deep breath and centres herself...  blanking her mind, pushing the upcoming taks to the forefront.::
OPS_Mades says:
<DELETE>
CEO_Russel says:
::Enters the TL.::
CTO_Peters says:
<Tasks>
CTO_Peters says:
::Enters the TL::
XO_Farrel says:
CO: I hope so sir...somehow i wonder if the risk is to great.  
OPS_Mades says:
XO: Doctor Rien is trying to get away from the shield so we can beam her up.  We still don't know where Dr. Nada is, but I have the original coordinates.\
FCO_Teasley says:
::enters the TL::
CEO_Russel says:
Computer:  Deck 4.
Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
XO: A command decision is never an easy one to make
Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
::walks over to the OPS console:: OPS: What measure have you taken to ensure the hostages saftey Mr. Mades?
XO_Farrel says:
::nodding, then thinks of something:: OPS: Do you think the shuttle will need us to draw the attention from the orbitals for her approach, or will she get in undetected?
OPS_Mades says:
::not understanding::  CO: Sir?
Dr_Rien says:
@::is getting closer to the rocks, but is pinned down as several Breen stop to talk::
OPS_Mades says:
::wants to answer the XO but not before finishing with the Captain::
CEO_Russel says:
::Exits TL onto deck 4.::
CTO_Peters says:
::Briskly moves off the TL and heads for the Cargo Bay...  hurrying.::
Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
OPS: What steps are you taing to counter any action by the Breen that will keep the Dr's safe?
Dr_Rien says:
@::waits for them to move on and continues, pausing for a moment as she feels very strange::Self: Eww, what was that?
FCO_Teasley says:
::exits TL::
CEO_Russel says:
::Puts a hand on the CTO's shoulder.::  CTO:  This way.  ::Starts walking towards the shuttlebay.::
FCO_Teasley says:
::heads towards the shuttle bay::
OPS_Mades says:
CO: Sir, the away team is moving in to beam out Dr. Rien and then find Dr. Nada who we cannot find on sensors since the shields went up.  ::finds himself standing at attention::
CTO_Peters says:
::Quickly turns arounds:: C EO: Oooops sorry Sir, I'll learn the layout yet.  ::Winces::
Dr_Rien says:
@::regains her strength as she reaches the rocks::
CEO_Russel says:
CTO:  No problem.  ::Enters the shuttlebay.::
FCO_Teasley says:
::enters the sb and heads towards the shuttle::
CEO_Russel says:
::Walks over to the Phoebe, which is waiting to be launched.::
CTO_Peters says:
::Enters the Shuttlebay heading for the shuttle and entering.  Sliding into the chair in front of the tac console, begins bringing weapons on line and charging phasers.::
Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
OPS: Mades you can be at ease with me, no need for being at attention
FCO_Teasley says:
::enters the shuttle and sits down at the helm::
Dr_Rien says:
@COM:Artemis: Artemis, I think I'm outside of the shield. I had the strangest sensation a few moments ago, like passing through an electromagnetic field. Can you read Artemis?
OPS_Mades says:
CO: Sorry sir, I didn't realize... ::stands at ease, kind of::
CEO_Russel says:
::Enters the Phoebe.  Looks around.  The shuttlebay crew put transporter enhancers inside.::
Breen_Guard says:
@ ::has a clear reading on tricorder and runs quickly::
CEO_Russel says:
::Sits down behind the two officers, on one of the passenger seats.  Lays down his rifle beside him.::
Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
::walks back over to the XO:: XO: Hali, this is still your show
CTO_Peters says:
::Brings sensors on line.::
OPS_Mades says:
::the beeping of his console demands his attention::  COM:Dr_Rien: Yes, I've got a lock on you.  Sit tight and our team will get you out soon, Doctor.
FCO_Teasley says:
::gets the pre-start sequence going::
OPS_Mades says:
::updates the coordinates with the shuttle::
XO_Farrel says:
CO: Aye sir.  Thank-you
CEO_Russel says:
COM:  USS Artemis:  Artemis, this is the Phoebe, we're ready for launch.
CTO_Peters says:
::With the compound layout on the computer, she adjusts her sensors to the last known location of Dr Rien, locking her she locks on ready to beam her up at a moments notice.::
KytraS (~StevesGal@actdnet-52332.telocity.com) has joined the conversation.
Dr_Rien says:
@COM: Artemis: Sit tight? You are kidding I hope. Do you have any idea what's going on down here?
CEO_Russel says:
<edit #>
OPS_Mades says:
::more comfortable now that he isn't under the scrutiny of the CO:: XO: In answer to your last question, the shuttle should be able to avoid the orbitals.  I would be afraid that causing a distraction might cause them more of a problem.
KytraS (~StevesGal@actdnet-52332.telocity.com) has left the conversation.
OPS_Mades says:
CO: The shuttle is ready for launch.
XO_Farrel says:
OPS: Very well.  ::pauses as Mades reports, thinking of Matt and the others::  Launch...
Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
OPS: Go ahead and launch them
Breen_Guard says:
@ ::sees the shuttle on sensors and hurries::
OPS_Mades says:
::clears the shuttle to launch::
Breen_Guard says:
<DELETE LINE>
Diana (Geneva_CO@207.55.158.actdnet-53321) has joined the conversation.
Dr_Rien says:
@::lies low behind the rocks and waits::Self: Sit tight indeed. Like I would be going anywhere.
Diana (Geneva_CO@207.55.158.actdnet-53321) has left the conversation.
FCO_Teasley says:
::warms up the thrusters::
CEO_Russel says:
#::sees they are cleared for launch.  the bay doors open.::  FCO:  Alright, take us out, Commander.
XO_Farrel says:
::Sits back in the XO chair, tense.  This would be the worst moment, waiting to see if the shuttle gets though::
OPS_Mades says:
COM: Dr_Rien:  They are on the way, Doctor.
CEO_Russel says:
#::swallows as anxiety and excitment fills him.::
FCO_Teasley says:
CEO: Yes sir
FCO_Teasley says:
::takes the shuttle out::
FCO_Teasley says:
<#>
Host SM_Sergio says:
ACTION : The Shuttle launches towards the planet..
XO_Farrel says:
::taps at her chairside console, putting the shuttle on the viewer::
EO_KTor says:
::doing repairs on the torpedo tubes::
Dr_Rien says:
@::hopes that Dr. Nada is going to make it out as well::
Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
OPS: Keep a lock on the shuttle crew in case we need to do an emergency beamout
CEO_Russel says:
#FCO:  Use thrusters only.  Turn off the warp engine, it'll make us less noticeable on sensors.
Jazz (~blank@actdnet-4906.PLU.edu) has joined the conversation.
FCO_Teasley says:
#CEO: Understood::turns off the warp engines::, but it will take us a while to reach the planet on thrusters
CEO_Russel says:
#CTO:  Jam communications between the orbital platforms and the planet.
CEO_Russel says:
#FCO:  Better than being noticed.
Host SM_Sergio says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<End "Remember ..." part 8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
CTO_Peters says:
#CEO:  Slow moving target is prime sir, I don't like that.   ::setting up the jamming frequencies now.::
Host SM_Sergio says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<End "Remember ..." part 8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Host SM_Sergio says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<End "Remember ..." part 8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Breen_Guard (ACTDGilles@host.acalltoduty.com) has left the conversation.
Host SM_Sergio says:
Wooohoo!!!!
Host SM_Sergio says:
Well done All! :-)

